
EMDTEC, by the People Behind Your Power.

Swichtec Power Systems

UPS



Quality.
For over 20 years have we been in the industry, known for our ability to be 
�uid in product customization, known for our tremendous performance, 
professionally equipped highly knowledgeable professionals and customer 
service of the highest quality, Swichtec Power Systems have decided to 
produce its own brand of products.  After years of marvelous service and 
reliable products, we questioned ourselves, how can we provide better? 
hence, EMDTEC was developed. What better way to serve our clients who 
have been trusting Swichtec Power Systems for decades than producing 
our own brand. Product knowledge is essential, it is the key to accuracy in 
providing information to our clients. Carefully handpicked, intensely 
researched products.

EMDTEC, EMD is derived from the initials of the Managing Director of 
Swichtec Power Systems, Mr. Mohd Daud Kassim. TEC, derived from the 3 
letters from the company name, representing technological advances in 
the industry. Red, being the symbol of energy, and determination signifying 
our determination and con�dence that EMDTEC will serve clients with a 
prestigious performance. Red, being the symbol of passion and love signify-
ing our passion for the industry and love towards our planet by providing a 
cleaner, greener and e�cient energy.
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Professionally designed to ensure continuous �ow of electricity.
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EMD TX Series UPS 6-12 kVA

Evoque HF UPS 1-3 kVA

Evoque RT UPS 1-3 kVA

Full digital control (DSP)
Output power factor 0.9
Wide input range.
Large LCD, multi language display
EPO (Emergency Power O�)
N+X parallel redundancy, up to 6 units.
Event log up to 100 events.

Output power factor 0.9, o�ering stronger load capabilities.
Online double conversion with DSP control and protection for load and UPS
Wide input range frequency.
Compatible with majority of the generators.
ECO function, EPO function.
Cold Start (DC power on)
Lightning and surge protection

Rack- Tower convertible.
Two directional LCD display with gravity sensor Online-Double conversion (PFC)
Full digital control (DSP) 
Output power factor: 0.9 Economic.
Operation Mode (ECO) 
Wide input voltage range.
Cold start (DC)
Multifunctional LCD screen
Input neutral and live wires reverse detection.

Cold start function
Conformal coating PCB
Intelligent fan running
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SP Ultimate Line Interactive UPS 500VA-2kVA
Wide input range.
Built-in smart charger.
Microprocessor control.
Overload and over charged protection.
Boost and buck AVR for stabilization.
Cold start function


